
Samael, Era One
1. Era One

2. Universal Soul

Underneath the world built by reason
Lay the foundations of a different
Perception
Putting light on a brand new horizon
Remodeling our own
Life's conception
Opening views of another dimension
Revealing a home of
Outstanding proportions
Radiating from one's own reflection
Energy's
Nucleus height density concentration
Feeling incomplete before the meeting

While the rest of me wants to gather

Sociability, sensibility
Clear out charm of world illusions

Philanthropy to felicity, so why can't we live with one another
Dissolved,
Diluted, restored and regrouped
Waiting for crystallization
Reunion of
Different principles
Leading to cohesion and different conclusions
Fundamental
And perennial
The law of movement intersideral
One small
Step, one giant step,
Independent and connected
Thought-
Omnipotence giving the access
To your own soul, to other galaxies
At
Your own depth, reality
Subject to hazard
Susceptibility
Emotionally, physically
Bound and tied

Understanding before standing
Always digging your views a
Little deeper
Vision and dream accorded with one another

Giving an answer to all you wonder
Sun on your soul is significant to your
Own environment
See through the night
With an open mind
Catch up whit the light, your way you'll find
Feeling
Incomplete before the meeting
While the rest of me wants to gather

Sociability, sensibility
Clear out charm of world illusions
Philanthropy



To felicity, so why can't we live with one another
Dissolved, diluted,
Restored and regrouped
Waiting for crystallization
Reunion of different
Principles leading to cohesion and different conclusions

3. Sound Of Galaxies

The sound of galaxies playing the music of our lives
The notes we strike
Reasoned in time and space
Silent symphony waiting to be heard
Musical
Aura holding unseen worlds...

The sound of galaxies playing the music of our lives
The numbers we
Married, equations formulas
A mute language of the universe
Mathematical
Resonance the thought of matter...

4. Beyond

5. Night Ride

No limits
Landing in the air
Traveling upstairs
Staying on the surface

Living on my own trace
Paint the night with fluo rays
Give the colours
Of our days
Feel the beat's rhythmic sound
Hear the music to which we're
Bound
The move of your mouth
Speak the language of my will
Rope formed
By the notes sealing the dance of our sex
Pictures flashing in our minds

There we search and here we find
And we glow and we shine
We feel good,
We feel fine...

6. Diamond Drops

Diamonds drops covering your breasts
Diamonds drop covering your sex

Rain to river, sparkling matter
Flowing, falling
Rain to river, always
Richer
Holding, expanding
Moving on, dancing 'round
Carried by the
Wind of change

In the cadence of romace bringing you another chance



Moving on, dancing 'round
Carried by the wind of change

On and on life goes on, 'till somebody new will come...

7. Home

8. Voyage

On the road, in the air
Across the sea, across the land
Going
Everywhere, meeting everyone
Around the globe, around your head
Across
Your soul, all through your brain
Meeting everyone, going everywhere...

Blessed are the travelers, those who belong nowhere...
On the road again

Traveling further than my thoughts can go...
On the road again
Searching,
Finding
Forgetting, remembering
How it goes...
Different cultures,
Different traditions
Different languages, different approaches
Of the
World...
World within our eyes, confronted by the outside...
On the road
Again
Far - of destination, constant vacation...
On the road again

Searching, finding
Forgetting, remembering
How it goes...
Introspective
Trip
Initiative voyages
All along...
On the road, in the air
Across the
Sea, across the land
Going everywhere, meeting everyone
Around the globe,
Around your head
Across your soul, all through your brain
Meeting
Everyone, going everywhere...

9. Above As Below

Low and high
Slow motion
We reason at the sound of a big band traveling
In time
Overwhelmed by all we've seen
Wealthy, healthy
Ready...



Above
As below
Surrounding a view
Above as below
The world is unreal...
Sweet
Violence
Rough tenderness
An ode to movement
Endless, uncontrolled

Caresses
Overwhelmed by all we've seen
Overwhelmed by all we've been

Wealthy, healthy
Ready...
Above as below
Surrounding a view
Above as
Below
The world is unreal...

10. Koh - I - Noor

You're the links that you move
You shine from the light that you shed...

11. Connexion

12. Red Unction

13. Flying High

14. Overcome

15. Inside Stairs

16. One With Everything

17. Silent Words

18. Wealth And Fortune
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